Tailored Cyber Insurance Solutions for BIO Members

Many life science firms have embraced new technologies (Big Data, Cloud Computing, Internet of Things) to drive automation, efficiency and connectivity in both R&D and production. The benefits gained could be lost if not managed properly against the cyber risks that can disrupt these new dependencies. Cyber-attacks can cause system interruptions or enable third parties to corrupt, steal, or even hold data hostage.

With these developments in mind, Chubb has created the next generation of cyber insurance protection for life sciences companies. Recognizing Chubb’s leading-edge protection, the BIO association has endorsed Chubb as a preferred provider for a broad array of insurance solutions for its members, now including cyber.

Advantages of Chubb Cyber:
- Leading provider of cyber risk solutions since the initial launch in 1998
- Market-leading, highly customizable solutions to address clients’ unique needs regardless of size, industry, or type of risk
- Award-winning loss mitigation and incident response services
- Extensive claims experience – on average, Chubb handles more than two cyber incidents each day
- Cyber Alert™ App, an innovative mobile application designed to offer cyber policyholders rapid incident response options and resources in the event of a cyber incident, including access to a live cyber response specialist
- Chubb Cyber Index™ provides real-time access to our proprietary data, offering insight into current cyber threats

Learn more about all of Chubb’s tailored solutions for BIO members
- Contact your agent or broker today to learn more about Chubb’s insurance solutions and how BIO members may qualify for a premium discount of 10% on Chubb’s clinical trials liability, errors and omissions, and products liability.
- Come see us at BIO Member Services Pavilion in Booth #136
- Information is also available at www.Chubb.com and bbs.bio.org/content/chubb
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